LATERAL AND VERTICAL VARIATIONS IN SAND BODY TYPE AND CONTINUITY - EXAMPLES
FROM FOREST RESERVE AND PARRYLANDS, TRINIDAD, WEST INDIES. - CURTIS ARCHIE
The Erin Formation at the Forest Reserve locality displays a channel complex that comprises 4 or possibly 5 individual channels( Fig1). The individual channels thin upward
and may represent the abandonment of the channel complex. There is a marked absence of carbonaceous material, bioturbation (one exception) and foraminiferal fauna.
In a gross sense the section begins with massive cross bedded sand, trough cross bedded sand, contorted sands and parallel laminated silts. Current geological interpretation
suggests a fluvial or estuarine environment of deposition.
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Detail of rip up clasts
CHANNEL BASE - showing rip up clasts

The claystone rip up clasts are angular, suggesting
minimal transport from the site of erosion. They are
also coated with a black - dark brown stain (iron?).
The clasts are semi-parallel to bedding with the sand
The ?right edge of the channel is marked by a series of alternating parallel laminated siltstones and sands. The
tops of the claystones are iron stained, and the beds are 1.5 inches thick. On the right the beds are horizontal and
appear to break up, towards the left dips of 60 degrees are seen. The siltstones are light grey. These are overlain
by a sandy layer with rip up clasts. This is indicative of erosion at the edges of the channel probably during a
flooding event, subsequent transport as bed load for a shot distance before being redeposited an the base of the

Massive parallel-bedded sands, the beds average 10 inches
thick. The sands are fine grained, sub-angular, well sorted,
occasionally medium grained, occasional clear micas present.

The channel is truncated to the left by alternating tan coloured
siltstone and red brown sand. The top of every bed has an iron layer
coating it. No paleosoil or rooting layer is present. The parallel
laminated siltstones thicken towards the top. They average 1/2 " thick.
The next channel base is marked by rip up clasts of siltstone, that are

